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33 years of experience, family & woman owned


Call: (800) 375-6060
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Top Selling Portable Oxygen Concentrators
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Inogen One G5


	- FAA Approved
	- Only 4.74 lbs
	- Up to 13.30 hrs of
battery life
	- 1-6 LPM Pulse
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SimplyGo


	- FAA Approved
	- 10 lbs
	- 6 LPM pulse & 2 LPM
continuous
	- Lightest continuous POC
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Oxlife Independence


	- FAA Approved
	- 18 lbs
	- 6 LPM pulse & 3 LPM
continuous
	- Durable & reliable
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Brochure



Do you prefer information in your hands? We can mail you a free brochure!

Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Name *
Street Address *
State, City, Zip *

Website
Submit


  				






Newsletter



Sign up for our newsletter to receive the latest info and exclusive deals on all things oxygen.













Leave this field empty if you're human: 

				






Rental



Liberty rents portable oxygen and home oxygen concentrators to make your life easier when traveling. Our POC's are all FAA approved.

Learn More
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Do you prefer information in your hands? We can mail you a free brochure!
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Newsletter



Sign up for our newsletter to receive the latest info and exclusive deals on all things oxygen.
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Rental



Liberty rents portable oxygen and home oxygen concentrators to make your life easier when Traveling. Our POC's are all FAA approved.

Learn More
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What Our Customers Are Saying...




	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	









“Liberty Medical was so wonderful to work with. They helped us get a young man an oxygen concentrator. I would highly recommend them. “


Elks Lodge










“We rented an oxygen one way for my mother from the hospital to get home. My sister was very stressed about shipping back the oxygen compressor! The Liberty tech was very helpful and instructional with how to shop it back “


Mary L.










“Very helpful in explaining what they carry.  I am very appreciative of the information and kindness.  This has been a hard find when looking for an oxygen solution. “


Melissa K.










“Great service… went way out to help me get the oxygen I need my fight. . Their awesome.

Thank you so much Yvette “


Virginia M.










“Very professional people.  A pleasure to deal with.  I love their product.  It makes travel so much easier. “


Kristin J.










“Krista was extremely helpful and friendly!  I received my oxygen on time and without any hassle!  I will be using Liberty Medical for all my future oxygen rentals! “


Matt S.










“Costumer service is over the top.  Very caring and patients are their top priority”


G. Mink










“Excellent business and high quality product as well as professional employees.”


Richard F.










“They go above and beyond for their customers!”


Zoe B.










“Absolute joy to receive service from. All employees were helpful and happy to help. Prices were well under what is offered in the area. We were very satisfied!”


Tianna K.









                          






Se Habla Espanol.

Necesita Oxigeno? Nosotros Podemos Ayudar.
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Ready to Order or Simply Have Questions?


Call us at (800) 375-6060
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FREE Oxygen Guide
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Gift Cards






About Us
			Contact us

Our History

Submit Your Prescription

Get Cannulas Monthly






Financing
			Apply for Care Credit 

Apply for PayPal Credit

Apply for United Consumer Financing
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In Compliance with FDA regulations, Travel Oxygen requires a prescription for the sale and rental of Oxygen Concentrators.

Shipping & Return Policy | Terms of Service | Privacy Policy | © Travel Oxygen 2024
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10% discount cannot be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases. Discount applies to purchases made until September 3, 2018, 11:59 pm CT.
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